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With 100% organic beauty products that slow skin aging, the 
brand Bottega Organica, founded by Dr. Andrea Alimonti, hit 
the market at the right time: when beauty and sustainability came 
to be seen together. The doctor who worked with molecular 
oncology used olive oil properties produced in Liguria, Italy, to 
develop skincare items to keep skin young. The shop follows the 
philosophy of the brand, so it was built with reused wood, recycled 
materials and vegetable base paint.

BOTTEGA ORGANICA
117 CHRISTOPHER ST

Fellow Barber is the union of skilled and highly trained bar-
bers working in shops with services focused on making the 
modern man’s life easy. Under the command of Sam Buffa, 
known for training the best talents in the industry, the barber 
revived the demand for this type of service in NY and worked 
hard to make more workers become expert in shaving in the 
traditional way, with blades.

FELLOW BARBER
5 HORATIO ST

With an extraordinary view of the High Line in New York, on the 
18th floor of the Standard Hotel, the club is not for everyone. its 
décor with warm tones can be appreciated by any customer only 
up to 11pm, and after that, only exclusive guests with name in the 
list can join. Suits and sumptuous evening gowns are part of the 
dress code evenings, attended by Leonardo DiCaprio, Cameron 
Diaz, Madonna and Marc Jacobs

BOOM BOOM ROOM
848 WASHINGTON ST

From the background music to the shops design, Max Brenner 
bars in New Yorkers are a kind of sacred temple for chocoholics, 
but not exclude other customers: those who prefer can prove some 
delights of the house with no cocoa among its ingredients. From 
the milkshake, inspired in Alice in Wonderland, to the Hugmug 
+RW�FKRFRODWH��YLVLWRUV�ÀQG�WKHUH�D�ZLGH�FKRLFH�RI�SURGXFWV�ZLWK�
different levels of sweetness. It is worth trying the fondue tower 
and pizza with peanut butter and roasted marshmallows.

MAX BRENNER
841 BROADWAY

BOTTEGAORGANICA.COM

STANDARDHOTELS.COM/HIGH-LINE

FELLOWBARBER.COM

MAXBRENNER.COM
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